
MODEL ACTIVITY TASK
CLASS – X

ENGLISH (SECOND LANGUAGE)

Read the following text and answer the questions that follow :

A small portion of the Alipore zoo director's finger was severed after a chimpanzee bit it on Wednesday
afternoon, said officials of the hospital where he was treated.

Asis Kumar Samanta was feeding Babu, the thirty-three year old chimpanzee, when he spotted something like
an insect on Babu's nose and tried to remove it. "But the chimpanzee bit his finger," said V.K. Yadav, member-
secretary of the Bengal Zoo Authority.

Samanta was taken to the SSKM Hospital. "A small part of the tip of his left index finger was severed when he
came to us. There was a fair amount of bleeding. He needed one stitch and an anti-rabies vaccine. It was not
a major wound and should heal soon," a hospital official said.

This is not the first time Babu had reacted with ferocity while being fed by Samanta. In 2018 February, when
Samanta was trying to feed Babu, the chimpanzee had held him by the arms and pulled him closer. The iron
bars of the cage separated the two and the director managed to push Babu away to set himself free.

Activity 1

Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentences : [1×6=6

i) The zoo is located at ______________.
a) Agra
b) Ahmedabad
c) Allahabad
d) Alipore

ii) The chimpanzee attacked the man on ______________.
a) Sunday
b) Monday
c) Tuesday
d) Wednesday

iii) The incident took place in the ______________.
a) morning
b) evening
c) afternoon
d) night

iv) The man was bitten on the ______________.
a) finger
b) toe
c) head
d) chest

Students will write answers to these activity tasks in subject-specific exercise books at
home, and submit the exercise books to respective subject teachers after schools reopen.

Under no circumstance, students will go out of home.



v) Something appeared to be sitting on the chimpanzee's ____________.
a) ears
b) eyes
c) nose
d) lips

vi)  The bars of the cage were made of ______________.
a) wood
b) iron
c) steel
d) brass

Activity 2

Provide appropriate information to fill in the table : [1×4=4

i) Name of the Chimpanzee

ii) Name of the zoo's director

iii) Name of the member-secretary of the
Bengal Zoo Authority

iv) Number of stitches Mr. Samanta received

Activity 3

Write a newspaper report in about 100 words on a Book Fair. [10

Use the following points :

Date, place, time duration – stalls – types of books – food court – public opinion

Students will write answers to these activity tasks in subject-specific exercise books at
home, and submit the exercise books to respective subject teachers after schools reopen.

Under no circumstance, students will go out of home.


